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A comprehensive menu of Elachi Indian from County Durham covering all 15 courses and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Elachi Indian:
ordered curry with usual instructions for tee yesterday and was told the usual, it is delivered in about 40 minutes.
10 minutes later the supplier arrived? I had about 5.15 a.m. and he said there were no other orders in which they

had cooked it immediately. wow! it was hot, fresh and tasty. we ate this and were filled. destined to use elachi
again read more. In nice weather you can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces
also come clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Homeand doesn't like about Elachi Indian:

Disappointed. Eaten at this restaurant for over 10years. Decided on a take away ordering using their app.
90mins later my food arrived. Luke warm korma, cold Biryani rice without the egg? , cold naans and Biryani curry
sauce missing! is this the , “special “ , in the special biryani? Chef Mike microwave heated it up for me . Overall

very disappointing for my hard earned £26bill read more. Elachi Indian The groundbreaking Asian fusion
cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of traditional dishes and exciting new creations will amaze!, With

traditional Indian spices, dishes are tasty and freshly prepared. Look forward to the enjoyment of tasty vegetarian
meals, Furthermore, the drinks menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive variety of

beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

So� drink�
COCA-COLA

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN MADRAS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

MANGO

MEAT

ONION

MINT

PICKLE
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-23:00
Monday 17:30-11:00
Tuesday 17:30-11:00
Wednesday 17:30-11:00
Thursday 17:30-11:00
Friday 17:30-00:00
Saturday 17:30-00:00
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